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book could be a useful companion to a course on conceptual modeling.
Promoting the Educational Success of Children and Youth Learning
English - National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
2017-08-25
Educating dual language learners (DLLs) and English learners (ELs)
effectively is a national challenge with consequences both for individuals
and for American society. Despite their linguistic, cognitive, and social
potential, many ELsâ€"who account for more than 9 percent of
enrollment in grades K-12 in U.S. schoolsâ€"are struggling to meet the
requirements for academic success, and their prospects for success in
postsecondary education and in the workforce are jeopardized as a
result. Promoting the Educational Success of Children and Youth
Learning English: Promising Futures examines how evidence based on
research relevant to the development of DLLs/ELs from birth to age 21
can inform education and health policies and related practices that can
result in better educational outcomes. This report makes
recommendations for policy, practice, and research and data collection
focused on addressing the challenges in caring for and educating
DLLs/ELs from birth to grade 12.
Leonard Maltin's Movie & Video Guide 2004 - Leonard Maltin
2003-09
With more than eighteen thousand capsule film reviews and three
hundred new entries, this updated version of this classic movie and video
guide offers readers a comprehensive reference to the world of film,
including more than six thousand DVD titles, along with valuable
information on performers, ratings, running times, and helpful features.
Original.
The Story of Siegfried - James Baldwin 1882

Electroanalytical Chemistry - Allen J. Bard 2017-04-07
This volume is part of a continuing series that provides authoritative
reviews on recent developments and applications of well-established
techniques in the field of electroanalytical chemistry. Each volume
provides the necessary background and starting point for graduate
students undertaking related research projects and is of special interest
to practicing analytical chemists concerned with electroanalytical
techniques. Volume 27 continues this tradition with innovative
contributions from internationally respected scientists who highlight new
technologies and trends in Protein Biosensing, Bipolar Electrochemistry,
and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy in Electrochemistry.
Power Electronics Device Applications of Diamond
Semiconductors - Satoshi Koizumi 2018-06-29
Power Electronics Device Applications of Diamond Semiconductors
presents state-of-the-art research on diamond growth, doping, device
processing, theoretical modeling and device performance. The book
begins with a comprehensive and close examination of diamond crystal
growth from the vapor phase for epitaxial diamond and wafer
preparation. It looks at single crystal vapor deposition (CVD) growth
sectors and defect control, ultra high purity SC-CVD, SC diamond wafer
CVD, heteroepitaxy on Ir/MqO and needle-induced large area growth,
also discussing the latest doping and semiconductor characterization
methods, fundamental material properties and device physics. The book
concludes with a discussion of circuits and applications, featuring the
switching behavior of diamond devices and applications, high frequency
and high temperature operation, and potential applications of diamond
semiconductors for high voltage devices. Includes contributions from
today's most respected researchers who present the latest results for
diamond growth, doping, device fabrication, theoretical modeling and
device performance Examines why diamond semiconductors could lead
to superior power electronics Discusses the main challenges to device
realization and the best opportunities for the next generation of power
electronics
Cubism and Abstract Art - Alfred H. Barr, Jr. 2019-04-01
Originally published in 1936, in this classic account of the development
of abstract art Alfred Barr analyses the many diverse abstract
movements which emerged with bewildering rapidity in the early years
of the twentieth century, and which had an impact on every major form
of art. Barr traces the history of nonrepresentational art from its
antecedents in late nineteenth-century painting in France – Seurat and
Neo-Impressionism, Gauguin and Synthetism, and Cézanne – through
abstract tendencies in Dada and Surrealism. He distinguishes two main
trends in abstract art: the geometrical, structural current as it developed
in Cubism and later in Constructivism and Mondrian, and the intuitional,
decorative current running from Matisse and Fauvism through Kandinskt
and, later, Surrealism. He shows how individual movements influenced
one another, and how many artists experimented with more than one
style. Barr also discusses the involvement of a number of abstract
movements in architecture and the practical arts – the Bauhaus in
Germany, de Stijl in Holland, Purism in France, and Suprematism and
Constructivism in Russia.
Conceptual Modeling: Foundations and Applications - Alex T.
Borgida 2009-07-06
This Festschrift volume, published in honor of John Mylopoulos on the
occasion of his retirement from the University of Toronto, contains 25
high-quality papers, written by leading scientists in the field of
conceptual modeling. The volume has been divided into six sections. The
first section focuses on the foundations of conceptual modeling and
contains material on ontologies and knowledge representation. The four
sections on software and requirements engineering, information systems,
information integration, and web and services, represent the chief
current application domains of conceptual modeling. Finally, the section
on implementations concentrates on projects that build tools to support
conceptual modeling. With its in-depth coverage of diverse topics, this
direct-from-dell-michael-mnebel
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Medieval Combat - Hans Talhoffer 2014-04-30
“[A] remarkable how-to . . . offers freeze-frame instructions on medieval
martial arts using swords, shields, poleaxes, daggers and wrestling”
(Publishers Weekly). Written by German fencing master Hans Talhoffer
in 1467, this book illustrates the intricacies of the medieval art of
fighting, covering both the “judicial duel” (an officially sanctioned fight
to resolve a legal dispute) and personal combat. Combatants in the
Middle Ages used footwork, avoidance, and the ability to judge and
manipulate timing and distance to exploit and enhance the sword’s
inherent cutting and thrusting capabilities. These skills were
supplemented with techniques for grappling, wrestling, kicking and
throwing the opponent, as well as disarming him by seizing his weapon.
Every attack contained a defense and every defense a counterattack.
Talhoffer reveals the techniques for wrestling, unarmored fighting with
the long sword, poleaxe, dagger, sword and buckler, and mounted
combat. This unparalleled guide to medieval combat, illustrated with 268
contemporary images, provides a glimpse of real people fighting with
skill, sophistication and ruthlessness. This is one of the most popular and
influential manuals of its kind. “This superb treatise, amply illustrated,
provides valuable insight into the real world of medieval combat.
Magnificent!” —Books Monthly
Rethinking Difference in Music Scholarship - Olivia Bloechl
2015-01-08
Two decades after the publication of several landmark scholarly
collections on music and difference, musicology has largely accepted
difference-based scholarship. This collection of essays by distinguished
contributors is a major contribution to this field, covering the key issues
and offering an array of individual case studies and methodologies. It
also grapples with the changed intellectual landscape since the 1990s.
Criticism of difference-based knowledge has emerged from within and
outside the discipline, and musicology has had to confront new
configurations of difference in a changing world. This book addresses
these and other such challenges in a wide-ranging theoretical
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introduction that situates difference within broader debates over
recognition and explores alternative frameworks, such as redistribution
and freedom. Voicing a range of perspectives on these issues, this
collection reveals why differences and similarities among people matter
for music and musical thought.
Spatial Biases in Perception and Cognition - Timothy L. Hubbard
2018-08-23
Numerous spatial biases influence navigation, interactions, and
preferences in our environment. This volume considers their influences
on perception and memory.
Applied Behavior Analysis for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders Johnny L. Matson 2009-09-18
Autism was once thought of as a rare condition, until the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s Autism and Developmental Disabilities
Monitoring Network released the statistic that about 1 in every 150
eight-year-old children in various areas across the United States is
afflicted by an autism spectrum disorder, or ASD. This news led to a
dramatic expansion of research into autism spectrum disorders and to
the emergence of applied behavior analysis (ABA) as the preferred
method of treatment, even among prescribing practitioners. Applied
Behavioral Analysis for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders ably
synthesizes research data and trends with best-practice interventions
into a comprehensive, state-of-the-art resource. Within its chapters,
leading experts review current ABA literature in depth; identify
interventions most relevant to children across the autism spectrum; and
discuss potential developments in these core areas: Assessment methods,
from functional assessment to single case research designs. Treatment
methods, including reinforcement, replacement behaviors, and other
effective strategies. The role of the differential diagnosis in ABA
treatment planning. Specific deficit areas: communication, social skills,
stereotypies/rituals. Target behaviors, such as self-injury, aggression,
adaptive and self-help problems. ASD-related training concerns,
including maintenance and transition issues, and parent training
programs. This volume is a vital resource for researchers, graduate
students, and professionals in clinical child and school psychology as well
as the related fields of education and mental health.
The Arts in the Middle Ages, and at the Period of the Renaissance
- P. L. Jacob 1875

"When Sabrina disappears, an airman in the U.S. Air Force is drawn into
a web of suppositions, wild theories, and outright lies. Sabrina depicts a
modern world devoid of personal interaction and responsibility, where
relationships are stripped of intimacy through glowing computer screens.
An indictment of our modern state, Drnaso contemplates the dangers of a
fake news climate."-The Nomos of the Earth in the International Law of the Jus
Publicum Europaeum - Carl Schmitt 2006
Describes the origin of the Eurocentric global order, which Schmitt dates
from the discovery of the New World, discusses its specific character and
its contribution to civilization, analyzes the reasons for its decline at the
end of the 19th century, and concludes with prospects for a new world
order. It is a reasoned, yet passionate argument in defense of the
European achievement, not only in creating the first truly global order of
international law, but also in limiting war to conflicts among sovereign
states, which in effect civilized war.
ICT Innovations for Sustainability - Lorenz M. Hilty 2014-08-06
ICT Innovations for Sustainability is an investigation of how information
and communication technology can contribute to sustainable
development. It presents clear definitions of sustainability, suggesting
conceptual frameworks for the positive and negative effects of ICT on
sustainable development. It reviews methods of assessing the direct and
indirect impact of ICT systems on energy and materials demand, and
examines the results of such assessments. In addition, it investigates
ICT-based approaches to supporting sustainable patterns of production
and consumption, analyzing them at various levels of abstraction – from
end-user devices, Internet infrastructure, user behavior, and social
practices to macro-economic indicators. Combining approaches from
Computer Science, Information Systems, Human-Computer Interaction,
Economics, and Environmental Sciences, the book presents a new,
holistic perspective on ICT for Sustainability (ICT4S). It is an
indispensable resource for anyone working in the area of ICT for Energy
Efficiency, Life Cycle Assessment of ICT, Green IT, Green Information
Systems, Environmental Informatics, Energy Informatics, Sustainable
HCI, or Computational Sustainability.
Generation and Application of Pseudorandom Sequences for
Random Testing - V. N. Yarmolik 1988-12-13
Deals with theoretical and practical problems of generating
pseudorandom signals, and their use in automatic testing and
verification systems for complex engineering entities. The authors
present their own research results, and note the work of other,
international, researchers. Covers pseudorandom digital signals
represented by number sequences, elements of the theory of generating
so-called maximal-length sequences, synthesis of digital and mixed
number sequence generators, and applications. Includes critical analysis
of linear congruential sequences, and shows that M-sequences have
better properties than other types of sequences.
A Local Habitation (Toby Daye Book 2) - Seanan McGuire 2015-05-05
The second instalment of the highly praised Toby Daye series. October
‘Toby’ Daye is a changeling, daughter of a fae and a mortal man. Like her
mother, she able to read what has happened to a person through a mere
taste of their blood. Toby is the only changeling who has earned
knighthood, and she earns that position every day, undertaking
assignments for her liege, Sylvester, the Duke of the Shadowed Hills.
Now Sylvester has asked her to go to the County of Tamed Lightning –
otherwise known as Fremont, California – to check up on his niece,
Countess January O'Leary. A baby-sitting assignment – or so it would
seem; but Toby soon discovers that someone has begun murdering
people close to January: if Toby can't find the killer, she may well become
the next victim.
The Mansion of Happiness - Jill Lepore 2013-03-26
Renowned Harvard scholar and New Yorker staff writer Jill Lepore has
written a strikingly original, ingeniously conceived, and beautifully
crafted history of American ideas about life and death from before the
cradle to beyond the grave. How does life begin? What does it mean?
What happens when we die? “All anyone can do is ask,” Lepore writes.
“That’s why any history of ideas about life and death has to be, like this
book, a history of curiosity.” Lepore starts that history with the story of a
seventeenth-century Englishman who had the idea that all life begins
with an egg, and ends it with an American who, in the 1970s, began
freezing the dead. In between, life got longer, the stages of life
multiplied, and matters of life and death moved from the library to the
laboratory, from the humanities to the sciences. Lately, debates about
life and death have determined the course of American politics. Each of
these debates has a history. Investigating the surprising origins of the

Luminescence in Electrochemistry - Fabien Miomandre 2016-12-31
This book highlights the various topics in which luminescence and
electrochemistry are intimately coupled. The topic of this book is clearly
at the frontier between several scientific domains involving physics,
chemistry and biology. Applications in these various fields naturally also
need to be mentioned, especially concerning displays and advanced
investigation techniques in analytical chemistry or for biomedical issues.
The Girl from Krakow - Alex Rosenberg 2015-09-01
It's 1935. Rita Feuerstahl comes to the university in Krakow intent on
enjoying her freedom. But life has other things in store--marriage, a love
affair, a child, all in the shadows of the oncoming war. When the war
arrives, Rita is armed with a secret so enormous that it could cost the
Allies everything, even as it gives her the will to live. She must find a way
both to keep her secret and to survive amid the chaos of Europe at war.
Living by her wits among the Germans as their conquests turn to defeat,
she seeks a way to prevent the inevitable doom of Nazism from making
her one of its last victims. Can her passion and resolve outlast the most
powerful evil that Europe has ever seen? In an epic saga that spans from
Paris in the '30s and Spain's Civil War to Moscow, Warsaw, and the heart
of Nazi Germany, The Girl from Krakow follows one woman's battle for
survival as entire nations are torn apart, never to be the same.
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology Use Cases - Horst
Treiblmaier 2020-06-05
Blockchain and other trustless systems have gone from being relatively
obscure technologies, which were only known to a small community of
computer scientists and cryptologists, to mainstream phenomena that
are now considered powerful game changers for many industries. This
book explores and assesses real-world use cases and case studies on
blockchain and related technologies. The studies describe the respective
applications and address how these technologies have been deployed,
the rationale behind their application, and finally, their outcomes. The
book shares a wealth of experiences and lessons learned regarding
financial markets, energy, SCM, healthcare, law and compliance. Given
its scope, it is chiefly intended for academics and practitioners who want
to learn more about blockchain applications.
Sabrina - Nick Drnaso 2018-05-22
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stuff of everyday life—from board games to breast pumps—Lepore
argues that the age of discovery, Darwin, and the Space Age turned
ideas about life on earth topsy-turvy. “New worlds were found,” she
writes, and “old paradises were lost.” As much a meditation on the
present as an excavation of the past, The Mansion of Happiness is
delightful, learned, and altogether beguiling.
Editor & Publisher International Year Book - 1993
The encyclopedia of the newspaper industry.
Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 2003 - Leonard Maltin
2002
Presents capsule movie reviews with ratings
The Photomontages of Hannah Höch - Hannah Höch 1996
Here, in the first comprehensive survey of her work by an American
museum, authors Peter Boswell, Maria Makela, and Carolyn Lanchner
survey the full scope of Hoch's half-century of experimentation in
photomontage - from her politically charged early works and intimate
psychological portraits of the Weimar era to her later forays into
surrealism and abstraction.
The Diaries of Paul Klee, 1898-1918 - Paul Klee 1964
Paul Klee was endowed with a rich and many-sided personality that was
continually spilling over into forms of expression other than his painting
and that made him one of the most extraordinary phenomena of modern
European art. These abilities have left their record in the four intimate
diaries in which he faithfully recorded the events of his inner and outer
life from his nineteenth to his fortieth year. Here, together with
recollections of his childhood in Bern, his relations with his family and
such friends as Kandinsky, Marc, Macke, and many others, his
observations on nature and people, his trips to Italy and Tunisia, and his
military service, the reader will find Klee's crucial experience with
literature and music, as well as many of his essential ideas about his own
artistic technique and the creative process.
The Art of Assemblage - William Chapin Seitz 1961
"Assemblage art consists of making three-dimensional or twodimensional artistic compositions by putting together found-objects."-Boundless.
Where the Light Gets In - Kimberly Williams-Paisley 2016-04-05
“The relationship between a mother and daughter is one of the most
complicated and meaningful there is. Kimberly Williams-Paisley writes
about her own with grace, truth, and beauty as she shares her journey
back to her mother in the wake of a devastating illness.” —Brooke
Shields Many know Kimberly Williams-Paisley as the bride in the popular
Steve Martin remakes of the Father of the Bride movies, the calculating
Peggy Kenter on Nashville, or the wife of country music artist, Brad
Paisley. But behind the scenes, Kim was dealing with a tragic secret: her
mother, Linda, was suffering from a rare form of dementia that slowly
crippled her ability to talk, write and eventually recognize people in her
own family. Where the Light Gets In tells the full story of Linda’s
illness—called primary progressive aphasia—from her early-onset
diagnosis at the age of 62 through the present day. Kim draws a candid
picture of the ways her family reacted for better and worse, and how she,
her father and two siblings educated themselves, tried to let go of shame
and secrecy, made mistakes, and found unexpected humor and grace in
the midst of suffering. Ultimately the bonds of family were strengthened,
and Kim learned ways to love and accept the woman her mother became.
With a moving foreword by actor and advocate Michael J. Fox, Where the
Light Gets In is a heartwarming tribute to the often fragile yet
unbreakable relationships we have with our mothers.
Year Book, Trotting and Pacing - United States Trotting Association
1970

perspectival modes. Among the other topics that play an important
role in the analysis are incremental themes, reflexive trajectors, fictive
motion, multi-directional paths, and accusative landmarks.
Linux Network Administrator's Guide - Olaf Kirch 2000
This introduction to networking on Linux now covers firewalls, including
the use of ipchains and Netfilter, masquerading, and accounting. Other
new topics in this second edition include Novell (NCP/IPX) support and
INN (news administration).
Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide - 2003
1981-1985 Supplement to Crime Fiction, 1749-1980 - Allen J. Hubin
1988
Laboratory Techniques in Rabies - World Health Organization 1973
Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 1993 - Leonard Maltin 1992-11
Discoveries: Heraldry - Michel Pastoureau 1997-02-01
Explains the origins of heraldry, the meanings of its colors and symbols,
and its survival in the world's flags, emblems, and corporate logos
Chinese Sympathies - Daniel Leonhard Purdy 2021-10-15
Chinese Sympathies examines how Europeans—German-speaking writers
and thinkers in particular—identified with Chinese intellectual and
literary traditions following the circulation of Marco Polo's Travels. This
sense of affinity expanded and deepened, Daniel Leonhard Purdy shows,
as generations of Jesuit missionaries, baroque encyclopedists,
Enlightenment moralists, and translators established intellectual regimes
that framed China as being fundamentally similar to Europe. Analyzing
key German literary texts—theological treatises, imperial histories, tragic
dramas, moral philosophies, literary translations, and poetic
cycles—Chinese Sympathies traces the paths from baroque-era
missionary reports that accommodated Christianity with Confucianism to
Goethe's concept of world literature, bridged by Enlightenment debates
over cosmopolitanism and sympathy, culminating in a secular principle
that allowed readers to identify meaningful similarities across culturally
diverse literatures based on shared human experiences. Thanks to
generous funding from Penn State University, the ebook editions of this
book are available as Open Access volumes from Cornell Open
(cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Trauma and Guilt - Susanne Vees-Gulani 2003-01-01
This book analyzes postwar literary works on large area bombings of
German cities both in the context of trauma theory and questions of guilt
and shame about Germany's Nazi past, embedding the recent debate
surrounding the air war of World War II and its influence on German
culture in a broader historical, societal, and psychological context.
OZONE - Velio Bocci 2010-10-05
Oxygen-Ozone therapy is a complementary approach less known than
homeopathy and acupuncture because it has come of age only three
decades ago. This book clarifies that, in the often nebulous field of
natural medicine, the biological bases of ozone therapy are totally in line
with classical biochemistry, physiological and pharmacological
knowledge. Ozone is an oxidizing molecule, a sort of super active oxygen,
which, by reacting with blood components generates a number of
chemical messengers responsible for activating crucial biological
functions such as oxygen delivery, immune activation, release of
hormones and induction of antioxidant enzymes, which is an exceptional
property for correcting the chronic oxidative stress present in
atherosclerosis, diabetes and cancer. Moreover, by inducing nitric oxide
synthase, ozone therapy may mobilize endogenous stem cells, which will
promote regeneration of ischemic tissues. The description of these
phenomena offers the first comprehensive picture for understanding how
ozone works and why. When properly used as a real drug within
therapeutic range, ozone therapy does not only does not procure adverse
effects but yields a feeling of wellness. Half the book describes the value
of ozone treatment in several diseases, particularly cutanious infection
and vascular diseases where ozone really behaves as a “wonder drug”.
The book has been written for clinical researchers, physicians and ozone
therapists, but also for the layman or the patient interested in this
therapy.
Partners in Crime (Tommy & Tuppence, Book 2) - Agatha Christie
2010-10-14
Agatha Christie’s complete Tommy and Tuppence short story collection,
reissued with a striking cover designed to appeal to the latest generation
of Agatha Christie fans and book lovers.

The Meaning of Particle/prefix Constructions in German - Robert B.
Dewell 2011
This is really two books in one: a valuable reference resource, and a
groundbreaking case study that represents a new approach to
constructional semantics. It presents a detailed descriptive survey, using
extensive examples collected from the Internet, of German verb
constructions in which the expressions durch ('through'), über ('over'),
unter ('under'), and um ('around') occur either as inseparable verb
prefixes or as separable verb particles. Based on that evidence, the
author argues that the prefixed verb constructions and particle verb
constructions themselves have meaning, and that this meaning involves
subjective construal processes rather than objective information. The
constructions prompt us to distribute focal attention according to
patterns that can be articulated in terms of Talmy's notion of
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